Ceramics Display
2016, 6’ x 6’ x 4 1/2’, 2016
Ceramic, wood, cloth, mylar, LED lights

I made a variety of pedestals, shelves, and signage for a display of my ceramics at holiday makers’ fair.
Mandala Tea Set
2016, 18” x 18” x 9”
Porcelain, glaze, and underglaze
Mandala Teaset Detail
2016, 18” x 18” x 3”

For this piece, I was commissioned to complete a tea set incorporating imagery of the Southeastern United States. I designed a radially symmetrical mandala pattern comprised of plants native to the Southeast, which I then superimposed onto the tea tray, pot, and cups.
Tea Table Sketches and Process

Unglazed tiles, top view
36” x 36” x 1/2”

Tiles and Tea Set
36” x 36” x 9”
Ceramics Display
2016, 6’ x 6’ x 4 1/2’, 2016
Ceramic, wood, cloth, mylar, LED lights
I made a variety of pedestals, shelves, and signage for a display of my ceramics at holiday makers’ fair.

Tea Table and Set
2013, 3’ x 3’ x 2 1/2’
Earthenware, glaze, mortar, oak, brass, flowers
I built a round table and designed a tiled surface which interweaves with the place settings of the teapot, cups, and vases. This set pays homage to traditional tea ceremonies and encourages personal connection both visually and functionally.
Decal Cups

2016, Tea bowls: 3 1/2” x 3 1/2” x 3”  Shot glass: 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 2”
Porcelain, glaze, screen printed decals

Using Illustrator, I designed a series of radially symmetrical motifs inspired by traditional Japanese family crests. I screen-printed these designs onto decal transfer paper using low-fire glass and ceramic decal medium in place of pigment. I then applied and fired the decals onto the glazed ceramic ware.
Landscape Pour-Over

2017, 16” x 9” x 10”
Porcelain, glaze, underglaze, steel wire, gold and white gold luster
Landscape Tray
Detail
2017, 16” x 9” x 5”

Porcelain, glaze, underglaze, steel wire, gold and white gold luster
I was commissioned to paint the walls of a small studio cottage. I chose four different colors for the walls and painted a mural of geometric shapes wrapping two of the walls.
Storage Bed
2019, 80” x 61” x 18 1/2”
Plywood, sanded acrylic, LED strip lights
Designed to optimize space in small residences, the bed is comprised of four modular boxes, containing forty cubic feet of storage. Shallow shelves below the head eliminate the need for a bedside table.

The sliding plexiglass doors were sanded for a frosted effect. The doors easily lift in and out of the cabinet frame. LED strip lights are recessed behind the cabinet frame.

LED strip lights illuminate the cabinetry.

Lights are programmable through a third-party app.
Bed Sketches
9" x 12"
Pen on paper

---

**ASSEMBLY**
- Slatboards: Two slatboards on top, one in the middle
- Slatboards to Prevent Condensation

**STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS**
- Two slatboards (top view)
- Plywood cabinet facing with frosted plexiglass sliding doors
- 1/8" dados for sliding doors

---

**Notes:**
- Forward Box 1
- Rear Box 2
- Fastened with metal plates
- Shallow shelf for bedside access
- Five modular boxes making up bed frame
Cube Light

2019, 6” x 6” x 6”

Hemlock, sanded plexiglass, LED lights
Light Cube Detail

LED strip lights line the cube’s interior, lending a soft and even glow.
The cube is made of hemlock 1”x1” square dowels. Sanded plexiglass panes and LED lights rest in grooves cut into the dowels.

The dowels are cut into twelve 6” pieces which are joined at 45 degree angles.

Hanging cube concept sketch